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 An amusing and sharp investigation into the nature of female desire, told through an examination of the life and works of an
artist. 17/06/2016 - 09:00 Cinema Recommendation "Pu m'aimer." "Pu m'aimer," directed by Jesús Franco. With Lory del
Greco, Carlos Velo, Luis Suárez. This fascinating film shows the life of Jesús Franco as an artist, novelist and filmmaker. It

portrays his friendship with Jean Cocteau and his relationships with Géraldine Lebovici and Simone Signoret, as well as
Franco's passion for painting, the art scene of Barcelona and the passionate intensity of their friendship. "Pu m'aimer" is an

invitation to look inside the artistic world of the 50's through the eyes of three great personalities: Franco, Cocteau and Signoret.
"Chien-Joly." Chien-Joly, directed by Daniel Chavé. With Alain Chabat, Jean-Michel Lahaye, and Marianne Sallis. "Chien-

Joly" tells the story of Richard, a young man, who is so obsessed with his new girlfriend and his new life that he cannot see what
is happening around him. From the privileged urban world of Paris, to the lush Parisian countryside where Richard has moved

with his new love, the film depicts a world whose influence rapidly prevails over him, and whose lure is so powerful that it
transforms a hardworking intellectual, into a confused, frustrated man. "Chien-Joly" is a charming and tragic film about the
relationship between love and knowledge, and about the power of illusions and the fatal consequences of believing in them.
"Sommes-nous allés trop loin?" "Sommes-nous allés trop loin?," directed by Jacques Audiard. With Julien Lepers, Nolwenn

Leroy, and Timothée Chalamet. An ordinary young Parisian couple falls into chaos and despair when they have an unexpected
child and are left in financial ruin. It becomes a battle for survival as they try to survive as a family. "Allons enfants de la

patrie." "Allons enfants de la patrie," directed by Agnès Merlet. With John Malk 82157476af
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